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Abstract
Skin detection is a preliminary step in many human related recognition systems. Most skin
detection systems suffer from high false detection rate, resulting from low variance between the
skin and non-skin color distributions. This paper proposes the use of simple color correction
algorithms with low computation complexity to obtain a corrected version of the skin color
distribution, which could lead to more accurate skin detection. White patch retinex, Grey world
assumption and several improved versions of these two state of the art correction algorithms
were chosen and applied to an image set of 4000. The results, compared with skin detection with
no color correction revealed that color correction will improve the skin detection accuracy.
Keywords: Skin Detection, Color Constancy, Gaussian Distribution, White Patch Retinex, Grey
World Assumption.

1. INTRODUCTION
Human skin is widely used in image processing research related to humans, with applications in
areas such as face detection [1], person tracking [2], pornography filtering [3], and steganography
[4]. Recent approaches for skin detection are focused on skin color information, since it is an
invariant feature against rotation and scaling [5].
Visible spectrum imaging has been the focus for skin detection in most research. This is a
challenging task due to various factors such as illumination, camera characteristics, ethnicity, and
added facial components. Basically, skin detection can be considered as classification of skin
pixels and non-skin pixels. Three steps have to be considered for skin detection: choice of a
proper color space, modeling skin and non-skin pixels with a suitable model, and classification of
the modeled distributions.
Many color spaces have been considered for skin detection. Basic color spaces such as the RGB
and normalized RGB (nRGB) have shown to be very attractive for skin detection since RGB is the
default color space for many available image formats [6-8]. Perceptual color spaces, such as
HSV, HSI, HSL, and TSL are another group of color spaces that have been used for skin
detection extensively [9-11]. Transforming for RGB to such color spaces is invariant to high
intensity, surface orientation and ambient light which makes these color space attractive for skin
detection. However, perceptual feature of these group of color spaces, such as hue and
saturation cannot be directly converted from a RGB space, and many transformation that do so
are based on non-linear equations which could increase the computation time for skin detection.
Orthogonal color space, such as YCbCr, YIQ, YUV and YES on the other hand are transformed
into RGB space using linear transformations [12-14]. Using this group of color spaces, it is
possible to separate the luminance component of a color space from its chrominance component.
This is a great advantage when considering a color space for skin detection, because omitting the
luminance in an image will help to achieve a skin color distribution independent of scene
illumination [15].
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Detecting skin pixels can be viewed as a two class problem, where, skin pixels are grouped
against the non-skin pixels. In general, two approached are considered for skin detection: pixelbased skin detection and regional-based skin detection. Pixel-based skin detection uses the pixel
color information for detecting skin pixels, where as regional methods use the information of an
ensemble of pixels to detect the skin region [16].
Pixel-based methods use the color information from a large number of training skin pixels to
obtain the skin color distribution used to detect skin pixels [15, 17]. In some methods, explicit
rules were used to detect the skin region for naked image detection [18, 19]. Although this
approach executes very fast, it suffers from lack of accuracy [20]. Histogram-based Gaussian
mixture model was used by [21]. In this method, the processing time increases dramatically as
the number of Gaussians is increased. Lee [22] used a learning-based chromatic distributionmatching scheme to determine the image’s skin chroma distribution online.
Regional-based methods use the relationship between pixels to detect the human skin. In the
work of [18], after using explicit rules for skin detection, a region growing step was performed to
refine the detected skin region. In the method of [23], skin pixels were detected by finding the skin
color distribution from certain areas around the eyes. Adaptive methods have also been used for
detecting skin pixels in arbitrary images [24-26]. These methods are dependent on the
information within each image, rather than the initial skin color distribution. However, if the
adaptation step requires an intense iterative process, computation time increases dramatically.
In general, pixel-based skin detection suffers from low accuracy [15, 27, 28]. On the other hand,
regional methods have shown to be more accurate compared to pixel-based methods [26, 29].
However, simplicity of implementation and low computational cost, makes pixel-based skin
detection more widely used in applications that require skin detection.
In this paper we try to improve the skin detection accuracy using color constancy. Color
constancy is integrated with the Gaussian model for skin detection. The focus of this study is to
investigate the effectiveness of simple to implement color constancy algorithms for improving the
accuracy of skin detection. White Patch Retinex (WPR) algorithm, the Grey World (GA)
assumption and some of their variations are considered as color correction algorithms. The skin
image database used in this paper was a collection of 4000 images divided into two equal sets of
skin and non-skin images. The images were randomly chosen from the QOMPAC database[30].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section two, color correction algorithms used in
this paper are briefly explained. Section three explains the training and test phases of the skin
detection procedure used in this paper. Experimental results are shown in section four and the
paper is concluded in section five.

2. COLOR CORRECTION FOR SKIN DETECTION
Color is an important biological signalling mechanism, and without it, objects could no longer be
reliably identified by their color [31]. There are two approaches to follow in developing color
constancy algorithms. The first method is to determine the reflectance of objects. The second
approach is to perform a color correction that closely mimics the performance of the visual
system.
In our work, we consider the fact that different lighting situations and the camera settings will
produce a skin color distribution map that is different when compared to a color corrected version.
By correcting the colors in images, it is possible to obtain a skin color distribution that is more
similar to the true skin color distribution. Thus, the objective of this study is not focused on finding
a color correction algorithm that is closer to what human visual system expects, but to find a
correction algorithm that is more suited for distinguishing between skin pixels and pixels that
show the same color properties as skin. This similarity could be the result of scene illumination or
the camera calibration. Figure 1a shows a scene at sunset. It is clear that the colors in this image
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are very close to the color of human skin, mostly due to the illumination of the scene. Figure1b
shows the same image corrected with the Multi Scale Retinex with Color Restoration (MSRCR)
[32] method. The output of the color correction algorithm might not be considered as a good
picture, but the output image of this algorithm clearly changes the skin-like colors, so that most of
the pixels in the output image do not have colors which are close to the color of the human skin.
On the other hand, in Figures 1c and 1d, it’s shown that the pixels that belong to the face region,
still resemble the color of the skin after applying MSRCR. This examples shows how color
constancy can be used in favour of improving the accuracy of skin detection.
There are many color constancy algorithms available ranging from very simple algorithms such
as WP algorithm and some more complex and sophisticated algorithms that are capable of
handling the correction of poorly colored images such as method presented in [33, 34]. In this
study, the desired algorithm is the one that is executed fast and has the capability of correcting
images with various lighting situations up to an expectable level. For this reason, we have chosen
two main approaches: the WP algorithm and some improved versions of this method. The Gray
World assumption (GW) algorithm has also been considered in this paper. These methods are
briefly explained in this section.

a

B

c

D

FIGURE 1: a) sun set scene and b) its corrected version. c) A skin image and its d) corrected version.

2.1 White Patch Retinex Method
The WP algorithm relies on having a bright patch somewhere in the image. The idea is that, if
there is a white patch in the scene, then this patch reflects the maximum light possible for each
band, which can be considered as the color of the illuminant.
In this model, the illuminant is considered to be uniform and the intensity at pixel position (x,y) for
each color channel i  {R,G,B} representing the three color channels red, green and blue, is
calculated by:

I i ( x, y ) = G ( x, y ) Ri ( x, y ) Li

(1)

where G(x,y) is a factor that depends on the scene geometry at the corresponding object position,
Ri(x,y) is the reflectance for wavelength λi, and Li is the irradiance at wavelength λi. For WP it is
assumed that Ri(x,y)=1 for all i, and G(x,y)=1. Since the maximum intensity values in each
channel is considered, the color of illuminant is obtained by:
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Li , max = max {ci ( x, y )}

(2)

x, y

where c is the color value of a pixel at position (x,y) in the image. The color corrected image can
obtained by normalizing the image by Li,max:

Oi ( x , y ) =

c i ( x, y )
Li , max

(3)
th

where O is the output of the color correction algorithm for the i channel. In the Modified White
Patch Retinex (MWP) algorithm, the pixels that were used to find the maximum Li,max were
chosen at a gray level less than the maximum saturated value [31]. Thus Li,max in (3) would be
less than the actual maximum value in the image.
An improved version of WP was presented by [35], called the Single-Scale Retinex (SSR). In this
algorithm, Li(x,y) is estimated by applying a Gaussian-form linear low pass filter to an input color
image ci(x,y). oi(x,y), is then obtained by subtracting the log signal of the estimated illumination
from the log signal of the input color image as follows:

oi = log c i ( x, y ) − log l i ( x, y )

(4)

This algorithm is shown to have trade-off between dynamic range compression and tonal
rendition. Thus, improving each factor will cause a degradation on the other. Jobson, [36] further
improved their work to overcome this problem be implementing the Multi-Scale Retinex (MSR). In
this method the surround function is represented as:

oi =

N
∑ wn OSSRni ( x, y )
n =1

(5)

where, N represents the number of scales, Wn represents the weight of each scale, and OSSRni
are the outputs of the SSR algorithm. In the SSR and MSR algorithm, a color change in the
output image may occur, because these algorithms are employed to color channels i separately,
and each channel is enhanced independently. In this algorithms, the number of bins that image
should be quantized into, needs to be specified.
MSRCR was introduced by [32] to overcome these problems. In this method, the output image is
calculated as:

oi = WFi O MSRi ( x, y )

(6)

where OMSRi is the output image from the MSR for channel i, and WFi is the weight function
obtained via:


WFi = b log a



OMSRi ( x, y )

∑
OMSRj ( x, y ) 

j∈{R ,G , B}

(7)

In the equation, a and b are the adjustment constants in this algorithm.
2.2 Gray World Assumption
The gray world color constancy algorithm assumes that the colors of the objects in view are
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uniformly distributed over the entire color range and we have a sufficient number of objects with
different colors in the scene, then the average color computed for each channel will be close to
0.5. The corrected image via the gray world assumption can be obtained by:

oi ( x , y ) =

ci ( x, y )
fai

(8)

where f is a constant related to the expected value of the geometry factor G and the and a is the
space color average of an image with size n=nx×ny obtained by:

ai =

1
∑ ci ( x, y )
n x, y

(9)

Using this notation, ai can be affected by the size of different objects in the scene. One way to
overcome this problem is to calculate ai for a color segmented image [31]. Let nr be the number of
T
different regions and let a(Rj)=[aR(Rj),aG(Rj),aB(Rj)] be the average color of region J{1,…,nr}. Now,
ai can be calculated by looping over the unique regions:

ai =

1
nr

nr
∑ ai ( R j )
j =1

(10)

This approach was further improved by using image histograms instead of using the segmented
image. This was performed to avoid the redundant segments generated resulted from the position
of objects in the scene. The resulting ai was calculated by:

ai =

1
n nz

nb
∑ c j ( j)
j =1

(11)

were nb is the total of buckets used in the histogram, and nnz is the number of nonzero buckets.

3. SKIN DETECTION
To detect the skin pixels, it is required to choose a color space that skin pixels are well distributed
within that space. Much research has been devoted to finding such a color space [5]. Although,
no unique color space has been defined as the best choice for skin detection, two points can be
noted: chrominance spaces provide sufficient information for skin detection, and YCbCr,
normalized-RGB (nRGB), have been frequently reported as good choices for detecting skin
pixels. Thus, these two spaces have been considered in this study. The block diagram of the skin
detection process for the training and test phase implemented in this paper are shown in figure 2.
YCbCr color space is obtained from the RGB space by:

 Y   16  65.481
Cb  = 128 +  − 37.3
Cr  128  112
    

128.55
− 74.2

24.96   R 
112  G 

 

− 93.7 − 18.2  B 

(12)

In this space, Cb and Cr color channels represent the chrominance information and are used for
skin detection. nRGB space is obtained from RGB space via:
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r=

R
G
, g=
,
R+G+B
R+G+ B

b=

B
R+G+ B

(13)

Since r + g + b = 1 in (13), the information of one color channel will be redundant and can be
ignored. In this paper, the color channels r and g channels have been considered for skin
detection.
The Gaussian distribution was chosen for skin pixel classification. To implement the method, the
skin color distribution obtained from the sample skin pixels were used to estimate the Gaussian
distribution representing the skin class. In the test stage, the probability of each pixels was
obtained via:

PGaussian ( X | µ , Λ ) =

1
2π Λ

0.5

exp

−0.5( X − µ )T Λ −1 ( x − µ )

(14)

were X is the input pixel, μ and Λ are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the skin
distribution in the respective color space. Each pixel with PGaussian>T is classified as skin.

FIGURE 2: Left. Training process of skin detection. Right. Steps for skin detection.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports the result of skin detection on color corrected images. The test data set used
in this study was a collection of 2000 skin image and 2000 non-skin images, randomly chosen
from the COMPAQ data base. In addition, 1000 test images were used to obtained skin color
distribution in the training phase. Choosing two color spaces and several color constancy
algorithms provide a large set of experimental scenarios. Some of the color constancy algorithm
used in this paper require parameter settings which further increased the number of cases that
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require to be experimented with.
For WP and the GW, no specific setting was required. Testing these algorithms on the YCbCr
and nRGB spaces made four test cases. For the SSR and MSR algorithms, the number of bins
that was used to build the image histogram needed to be considered. In this study histograms
were build using {16, 32, 64, 128, 256} bins. Further, SSR and MSR were applied to the R
channel, RGB channels, Y channel, and YCbCr channels from the RGB and YCbCr space
separately, providing 40 test cases. The MWP algorithm was tested for 4 cases by choosing input
entries {50, 100, 150, 200} as the threshold for finding the white patch in the image. For this
algorithm, skin detection was applied using the YCbCr space. The MSRCR algorithm required
three tuning parameters. By choosing three values for each entry as {a  [2 5 7], b  [2 5 7],
scales  [10 15 20]}, a total of 27 scenarios were required to be tested for this algorithm.
Figure 3 shows the result of color correction on two sample images. As this figure shows,
applying color constancy algorithms influences both the skin color and the color of non-skin
pixels. Although these changes might not favour the better appearance of an image, however,
such changes might lead to a better skin detection result. For example, in the case of image
correction with WP algorithm, the skin image has preserved its skin color, while the color of the
non-skin image has totally changed. As another example, when MWP is applied to the sample
images of figure 3, the colors in the non-skin image does not resemble the skin color after color
correction, while, the skin image shows a color skin that looks more relevant with the human
visual system after color correction. The result of skin detection for each case is shown in the
following paragraphs of this section.

Original image

WP

GW

MWP
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SSR

MSR

MSRCR

FIGURE 3: Applying color correction algorithms to two sample skin (left) and non-skin (right) images.

Figure 4 shows the skin color distribution of skin pixels in Cb-Cr space. As the figure indicates the
skin color distribution is much different for each correction algorithm. Skin color distribution
obtained from the WP, GW and MSR algorithms represent skin color distribution in a small region
of the space when compared with the other three method.

WP

GW

MWP

MSRCR

SSR

MSR

FIGURE 4: Skin color distribution after color correction in Cb-Cr chrominance space.

Although it might seem that MSR, WP, and GW algorithm should be better correction methods,
but, their effect on non-skin images is unknown. To numerically evaluate the effectiveness of the
color correction algorithm for improving skin detection accuracy, Recursive Operation
Characteristic (ROC) curves were used based on the values of True Positive Rate (TPR) and
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False Positive Rate (FPR) [30]. The accuracy of skin detection was obtained via:

Acc =

TPR
TPR+ FPR

(15)

FIGURE 5: Result of skin detection before applying color constancy.

Figure 5 shows the result of skin detection before applying any color correction to the image data
set. As this figure shows, the YCbCr color space yield better results when compared to that of the
nRGB color space. Table 1 summarizes the FPR rates for TPR = 90% and 95%. As the table
indicates, the YCbCr outperforms the nRGB space by 4.5% for TPR of 90%.
TPR(%)
YCbCr
nRGB
YCbCr
nRGB

FPR(%)
19
24
28
37

85
90

Accuracy(%)
83
80
81
76.5

TABLE 1: Skin detection results without color correction.

Figure 6 shows the result of skin detection after applying the WP and GW color correction
algorithms. As the results indicate, after applying color correction algorithms, the YCbCr algorithm
outperforms the result of skin detection when using nRGB color space. Comparision between the
two correction algorirhms reveal that the WP had better skin detection result. Table 2 shows the
numerical results obtained from figure 6. An accuracy of 84.25% was obtained when skin
detection was performed using Cb-Cr chrominance space and WP algorithm was used for color
correction. The best result for skin detection in nRGB color space was 81.75%, which was
obtained when WP algorithm was used for color correction.
TPR(%)

WP

GW

YCbCr
nRGB
YCbCr
nRGB
YCbCr
nRGB
YCbCr
nRGB

85
90
85
90

FPR(%)
17
21.5
21.5
34.5
19
22
26.5
35

Accuracy(%)
84
81.75
84.25
77.75
83.75
81.5
81.75
77.5

TABLE 2: Skin detection results for applying WP and GW algorithms.
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FIGURE 6: Result of skin detection after applying WP and the GW.

The skin detection ROC curves obtained after applying the SSR algorithm are shown in figure 7.
Each figure is captioned as Xc-Ys, where Xc shows which color channels were corrected and Ys
show which color space was used for skin detection. X  {R, RGB, Y, YCbCr} and Y  {nRGB,
YCbCr}. For figure 7a through 7d, the color correction was applied to the color channels of the
RGB space, where, the best ROC curves for applying SSR algorithm was obtained. The figure
also indicates that correction of color in the YCbCr space has a negative effect on the skin
detection accuracy. For the case where SSR was applied to all color channels of the YCbCr
space, the skin detection accuracies were dramatically decreased to unacceptable levels.

a - R channel – nRGB space

b – R channel – YCbCr space
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c – RGB channels – nRGB space

d – RGB channels – YCbCr space

e - Y channel - nRGB space

f - Y channel – YCbCr space

g - YCbCr space – nRGB space

h – YCbCr space – YCbCr space

FIGURE 7: The ROC curves obtained from different scenarios when SSR algorithm was used for color
correction.

Table 3 shows the results of skin detection obtained from the ROC curves of figure 7. As the
results in this table indicate, none of the scenarios have improved the skin detection accuracy.
However, among the tested scenarios, when color constancy was applied to all channels of the
RGB color space, an accuracy of 73.5% was obtained. In this case, nRGB color space was used
for skin detection.
Color space

Number of bins
128

nRGB
64

Single –
Scale
Retinex

128
YCbCr
64

Corrected channel
R
RGB
R
RGB
R
RGB
R
RGB

TPR(%)
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85

FPR(%)
85
38
80
42
47
41
46.5
44

Accuracy(%)
50
73.5
52.5
71.5
69
72
69.25
70.5

TABLE 3: Skin detection accuracy using SSR for color correction.

Figure 8 shows the result of skin detection when MSR algorithm was used for color correction.
The figures are labelled in the same manner as the result of skin detection with SSR algorithm.
As the figure indicates, for correcting YCbCr color channels unacceptable results was obtained,
as it was the case with the SSR algorithm. Table 4 shows some of the results obtained when
MSR algorithm was applied for color correction. As the table indicates, the best result was
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obtained when color constancy algorithm was applied to all the channels of the RGB color space,
where an accuracy of 73.5% was obtained,
Color space

Number of bins
64
64

nRGB

128
128

Multi –
Scale
Retinex

64
64

YCbCr

128
128

Corrected channel
R
RGB
R
RGB
R
RGB
R
RGB

TPR(%)
85
85
85
85
85
85
85
85

FPR(%)
43
41
43
38
45
44
44
42

Accuracy (%)
71
72
71
73.5
70
70.5
70.5
71.5

TABLE 4: Skin detection accuracy using MSR for color correction.

When MWP algorithm was used for color correction, the ROC curves shown in figure 9 where
obtained. As this figure indicates, for threshold 150 and 200, acceptable ROC curves were
obtained. Table 3 summarizes the result of skin detection after applying the MWP for color
correction. As shown in the table, choosing a threshold of 200 resulted in skin detection with
accuracy of 86.25% for TPR = 85%. In the case for TPR = 90%, an accuracy of 86% percent was
obtained. This result indicates that MWP had better performance compared with the WP
algorithm, because for the WP, the saturated value is used for luminance estimation and in most
cases a single fully saturated point might decrease the performance of the algorithm.
Threshold
200
MWP
150

TPR(%)
85
90
95
85
90
95

FPR(%)
12.5
18
27
23.5
31
45

Accuracy(%)
86.25
86
84
80.75
79.5
75

TABLE 5: Skin detection accuracy results after applying the MWP.
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a – R channel - nRGB space

b – R channel - YCbCr space

c – RGB channels - nRGB space

d – RGB channels - YCbCr space

e – Y channel - nRGB space

f – Y channel - YCbCr space
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g – YCbCr Channels - nRGB space

h – YCbCr channels - YCbCr space

FIGURE 8: The skin detection ROC curves obtained from different settings of MSR.

FIGURE 9: The result of skin detection after applying the MWP algorithm.

FIGURE 10: Skin detection ROC curves after applying the MSRCR color correction algorithm.

For the case of image correction using the MSRCR algorithm, unacceptable results were
obtained. In the best case the accuracy did not exceed 70%. Figure 10 shows the skin detection
ROC curves obtained for different test scenarios.
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a

b

c

d

FIGURE 11: Examples of detected skin region after applying MWP color correction algorithm. a) Original
image, b) skin region detected without color correction, c) color correction image, and d) detected skin
region after color correction.

Figure 11 shows the result of skin detection for three samples images. The detected skin region
before color correction, the color corrected image and the detected skin region after color
correction are shown for each image. The images were color corrected using the MWP algorithm.
For the skin image, the detected skin region is slightly improved. For the non-skin images, the
number of pixels that have been incorrectly classified as skin are significantly reduced. This
results confirms with the main idea of this paper, where, it was suggested that correcting the color
of images will produce a more reliable skin color distribution map, and many non-skin images
after color correction will produce colors that are different with the human skin color.
Figure 12 compares the result of skin detection without color correction against scenarios were
color correction was applied to images prior to skin detection. Only, the result of cases with
accuracy greater than that obtained from the skin detection with no color correction are reported
in this figure. Overall, WP, GW, and the MWP algorithms showed to be effective for improving
skin detection, and color correction using MWP improved the skin detection accuracy by more
than 3%.

FIGURE 12: Comparison between different skin detection accuracies.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the use of simple color correction algorithms for improving skin
detection accuracy. Several versions of the WP and the GW algorithms were used for color
correction and their results were tested against skin detection with no color correction. The results
showed that applying the WP and GW prior the skin detection will improved the result of skin
detection. Further, the MWP algorithm was the most efficient method for improving skin detection
accuracy among the color correction algorithms tested in this paper. Using MWP, a skin detection
accuracy of 86.25% was obtained which was an improvement to skin detection without color
correction by 3.25%. The various results reported in this paper confirmed that applying simple
color correction algorithms prior to skin detection can improve the skin detection accuracy. Future
research on color constancy for improving skin detection can be focused on finding color
correction algorithms that are especially tailored for the application of skin detection. Overall,
MWP was simple to implement and did not require complex computation for obtaining color
correction, this algorithm is suitable for improving skin detection accuracy.
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